NEW BOAT
ON TEST

SHORT AND WIDE
Manderley is a broad-beam boat that is just 35ft long. From its end-ofgarden mooring, Mark Langley takes it cruising on the Lancaster Canal…

BUYER’S FILE
Length 35ft by 9ft
Berths 4
Price From £75,000
(including VAT)
Builder Brayzel Narrowboats
01995 601515,
brayzel-narrowboats.co.uk
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Manderley fits easily under the bridges of the Lancaster Canal.

M

any boaters choose
the dimensions of
their new-build
boat based on the
navigations they want to cruise,
often getting the largest boat they
can. However, Alan and Jackie
Price needed a boat that would fit
on their end-of-garden moorings
on the Lancaster Canal, as well as
one that could be easily adapted
for a less-mobile crew. Realising
that a wide-beam was a possibility
on this broad waterway, the
couple commissioned a bespoke
short boat from local builder
Andrew Crook of Brayzel
Narrowboats. The chunky, allsteel shell, in 10/6/5/4mm plate,
has a small forward deck with
no cockpit, and a sociably large
square aft deck. The interior was
required to be flexible, both for
long-term cruising for a couple
and shorter cruises with guests.

Exterior
The cabin runs forward, tapering
in as it reaches the bow, but still
leaving a good space for working
lines on the forward deck. Here a
T-stud for ropes is set either side
of the raised bow plate, which
is more sensible than having a
single cleat. The large water tank
is integrated into the bow of the
boat and painted with a special
two-pack coating for potable
water tanks, so should not require
attention for many years. The
bow itself is surprisingly sharp
and has a good underwater shape,
unlike many wide-beam craft.
The handrails on the roof
are raised to provide a very
firm grip when walking around
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The T-studs on the bow plate
are good for line handling.

the wide, flat gunwales. The
gunwales are also level with
the aft deck, so avoiding any
potential tripping points. Up
on the roof are a pair of raised
solar panels, a pole/plank holder,
large glazed dog box, chrome
mushroom vents and matching
tunnel lamp and trumpet horn.
The busy roof means that a

central cleat for mounting a
rope would not be practical,
so the handrails either side are
sensibly used for the mid-lines.
The cabin is finished in a bright
white gloss paint, with deep red
to the top bend and details. This
works well – normally, painting
the top part of the hull is a recipe
for constant repainting as it
easily gets scratched, but being
based on an (almost) lock-free
canal most of the time should
minimise this. It also reduces
the apparent bulk of the boat.
Good fender mounting points,
and thin rope fenders protect
the stern chines and make the
boat quite pragmatic. Large
chrome windows, including
those in the forward steel doors,
match the paint colours well.
To maximise space, the aft
deck is square and completely
flat, apart from the small well
that forms a step down into the
cabin. This was partly chosen to
create the largest possible social

The dog box and solar panels on the roof.
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LIGHTING
LED lighting strips behind
the central raised trim give
superb indirect lighting.

The forward cabin has large single
berths or one big double. The
cabin divider curtains neatly stow
away in the wooden surrounds.

space, but also to accommodate
a mobility scooter. To aid
getting on and off with such a
heavy item, Brayzel provided a
lightweight aluminium checker
plate ramp which fits either
side – plus an infill plate for
the cabin step when loading
from the starboard side.
A wooden topped taffrail
surrounds the deck, giving a
very comfortable place to sit
and steer from. Two lockers
in the stern sit raised above
the deck, partly to make them
easier for self-draining, but
also to act as footrests when
sitting down. The starboard gas
locker contains an Alde bubble
tester – Andrew’s background
as a boat safety examiner means
that good attention to detail is
displayed throughout the boat.

Interior
Alan and Jackie have been
touring caravanners for a long

time, so the interior reflects how
they have used smaller spaces
in the past – they are, as an
example, quite happy to spend
a couple of minutes making up
a bed each night. Avoiding the
temptation to cram in a fixed
permanent bed has resulted in
a boat that certainly feels a lot
bigger than its 35ft length.

Forward cabin
By not having a front cockpit,
there is plenty of space for a
large V-shaped seating area here,
that provides either two large
single berths, which tuck slightly
under the forward deck, or an
enormous ‘party-sized’ double
berth. A small, removable table
sits on a desmo leg between
the two main seats, which is
ideal for two people to dine
at, or as a coffee table. There
is plenty of storage under the
two side seats, while a Vetus
55kgf bowthruster and battery

The separate sink and drainer work well.
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‘Manderley is a brilliant boat
and is also very well priced’
sit inside their own watertight
compartment (complete with
automatic bilge pump) under
the forward seat. Having the
water tank right up in the bow
has freed up more interior space
and allowed the thruster to be as
far forward as possible – which
gives a better turning motion.
The forward section of the
cabin has two large windows,
rather than portholes – this has
necessitated positioning the
cabin sides more squarely to
avoid distortion of the frames
– however, the advantages are
a very bright cabin with good
views out. Opening the front
escape doors also allows easy line
handling without having to step
outside – a bonus when mobility

is an issue. It would be possible
to leave the berths here made up
as semi-permanent; two recessed
curtains close off the forward
cabin, so giving privacy to the
occupants in the saloon as well.
A small double-panel radiator
keeps this part of the boat warm.

Saloon
A large L-shaped dinette is
further aft in the saloon, which
easily pulls out to form a goodsized double berth. Another
table, larger than the forward
one, can fit here to enable more
people to eat in comfort, while
just allowing a passageway to
one side. Under the dinette is a
good mix of lockers and drawers
for storage, while the full-height

A 230V fridge and small freezer fit snugly in the compact galley.
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NEAT TOUCH

NIGHT VISION

WIDE SPACE

DIVIDING LINE

The boxed-in blinds
are very neat.

Lighting under the TV unit helps
with night-time trips to the loo.

Large reclining seats give
superb lounging space.

Curtains and part bulkhead
give forward berth separation.

bulkhead behind the dinette has
a wardrobe inside, with plenty
of space for full-length jackets
and dresses, though reaching the
bottom could be a challenge.
Between the two sleeping
areas are two large domesticsized reclining chairs opposite
a low-level TV unit. These
are quite sizeable, but given
the 9ft width of the boat, do
not look out of place. Next to
the TV unit is some shelving
and a small radiator – with a
large panel radiator behind the
chairs. The absence of a solid
fuel stove helps keep the space
open, and the abundance of
radiators, combined with thick
insulation, will ensure that the
boat is warm in cold weather.
The lack of mess and dust that
a solid fuel stove can create
is also a potential bonus.
A mixture of cream panels
and light oak woodwork is
contrasted by darker wood
trim around the windows and
a superb central raised panel,

A storage unit makes better use of space than a stove.

which blends well into the
large dog box overhead. In
addition to the LED downlights
throughout the boat, neat LED
strips are mounted behind the
raised panel, giving excellent
indirect illumination. A
separate strip under the TV
provides low-level lighting for
nipping to the toilet at night,
without waking up anyone else
(or tripping over chairs!).
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Large chairs are not out of place in the wide cabin.

Galley
The linear galley is quite simple
but highly effective – and bigger
than virtually any touring caravan.
A four-burner gas hob is set into
the granite-effect worktop, with
a separate oven and grill below.
The circular stainless steel sink
has a separate drainer, which
works well and avoids the need
for the drainer to be ‘uphill’
(towards the bow). Under the

worktop are a pair of cupboards
and three drawers, plus a fullheight set of cupboards by the
aft door, ideal for storing food.
A large 230V larder fridge is
under the worktop, while a
compact freezer sits below the
kitchen drawers. Using domestic
appliances is cheaper and more
pragmatic than 12V versions,
with the downside of potentially
more battery draw. The compact
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LIGHT AND BRIGHT

STORAGE SPACE

MATERIALS

WELL PLANNED

The dog box adds lots of
light and good ventilation.

Useful full-height cupboards
by the back door.

Vinyl flooring in the galley and
deep carpet in the saloon.

A wardrobe is neatly
integrated into the bulkhead.

freezer is particularly useful
and easier to fit than a slideout unit under a dinette.

Bathroom
Offset from the corridor, the
bathroom fits in a lot, with a huge
900mm by 700mm domestic
shower tray. This is against the
aft bulkhead and is fully lined,
as is the entire bathroom, with
Respatex panels, giving a very
easy-clean finish. A low-height
vanity unit with bowl sink is
next to the hull side, with a
good-sized radiator rather than
a heated towel rail, so providing
more heat. The ceramic bowl
cassette toilet has been slightly
raised on a wooden plinth to
make it easier to get up from.
The forward bulkhead
is mirrored, increasing the
perception of space – though
for a small boat there is a lot of
room to dry off, as well as in
the large shower. Sensibly, the
cushioned vinyl flooring from
the galley is continued here.

Plenty of space around the toilet, with a night light below the vanity unit and a huge domestic shower.

Under the vanity unit cupboard
is another low-level LED light
for use at night – so it is easy to
see what you are doing without
turning on the main lighting.

Electrics
Back in the corridor, there is
another radiator, against the
toilet bulkhead, which also helps
to dry wet jackets. The steps
here also contain more storage
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and are quite shallow, so making
an easy exit to the aft deck.
Behind a door in the bulkhead
is the simple electrics panel,
which includes the 12V and
230V circuit breakers, as well
as the Victron 1,600W combi
inverter/charger. The twin solar
panels on the roof charge via
a PWM controller, which will
help maintain the four 110Ah
domestic batteries throughout

the year – even though the boat is
moored at the end of the owners’
garden, it makes sense not to
have to keep the boat plugged in.

Engine
A 38hp, 1.5-litre Beta Marine
diesel engine is well fitted in
the spacious engine bay. The
engine drives through a PRM
120 mechanical gearbox – this
type of gearbox is reliable and
www.waterwaysworld.com

A 35ft boat can turn almost anywhere.

The full-height twin-rail wardrobe behind the dinette.

more efficient than hydraulically
operated models, plus it does not
need additional cooling. The drive
train uses a Volvo Penta stern
tube seal, so giving a generally
low-maintenance system. The
engine has a large, single cooling
tank fitted, and the vertical
twin-coil calorifier is mounted
in the engine room, near the
Webasto Thermotop diesel boiler.
The installation of the
pipework, including diesel
prefilter, exhaust system and
wiring, is exceptionally neat and
well labelled. Being a widebeam, there is plenty of space
to get around the engine and
good ventilation will help ensure

that the twin engine alternators
and diesel heater have plenty
of cooling air to avoid future
problems. The aft diesel tank
has some space either side for
additional storage, so tools and
spare parts could easily be stowed
here. Access to the weedhatch
is very easy, with the engine’s
fully lagged exhaust routed out
of harm’s way. Fuel lines are led
away from where you may step
on them, something not always
considered by boatbuilders.
Sound insulation is fitted to the
underside of the deckboards.

Underway
The engine is surprisingly quiet,

even when underway, with
the addition of a small amount
of insulation helping to avoid
the booming sound that some
large engine rooms produce.
Cruising at around 1,200rpm to
1,400rpm, the engine is relaxed
and the boat moves at a good
pace, drawing very little wash.
Square sterns can sometimes
produce a lot of turbulence,
but credit to Cauldon Boats
for making a shell that handles
very well, even though the stern
swims are not that tapered.
Added to this is the tiller,
which is light and comfortable
whether sitting or standing.
Placing the deluxe engine

panel on the cabin bulkhead,
with the switches for horn/
headlamp/navigation lights and
bilge pump readily to hand
underneath, is very useful.
Although the boat is wide, it is
far easier to steer than a 12ft- or
14ft-broad craft, where closequarter manoeuvring takes some
practice. At only 35ft in length,
it is possible to turn in very tight
places. Indeed, we could have
turned without going astern in
a winding hole – however, we
tried reversing and found we had
very positive steering, though
some of this can be explained by
the good depth of the section of
the Lancaster Canal we were on.

WW’S VERDICT

Gas locker and bubble tester.

Behind a door in the bulkhead
is the neat electrical cabinet.

The shallow step in the deck
gives easier access to the cabin.

Well-installed Beta engine with pipework out of the way.

The boarding ramp and step infill
allow mobility scooter access.

Manderley is a brilliant
boat which is also very
well priced. For £75,000
the owners have a wellspecified craft that has a
great open-plan interior,
handles nicely and serves
as a year-round sociable
space – they are looking
to fit a stern pram-canopy
to aid the latter. With
limitations to the size of
boat that could be fitted on
the mooring, Brayzel has
produced exactly what the
owners wanted. Steering
clear of a permanent bed
is a positive move, giving
far more living space.
Also, unlike many longer
and wider boats, it does
not have an ungainly ‘fat
narrowboat’ look and is
definitely a vessel to which
the word ‘cute’ could be
applied. The owners are
now setting their sights
on cruising across the
Pennines to Yorkshire and
Manderley will certainly
take this trip in its stride.

The neat battery bank installation.
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